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INTRODUCTION
-

TABLE OF CONTENTS
-

Implementation of business compliance and ethics principles
into business operations is completely dependent on leadership and is
a matter of good and responsible governance. The personal integrity of
leaders alone is far from being enough. What numerous employees bring
to every organisation are their values and subjective perceptions about
what is fair for them, for the company, for clients ... They are exposed to
numerous pressures, expectations and everyday business and personal
challenges. What is more, the operations of contractors also affect the
image and responsibility of the company. If leaders want to effectively
protect their company and stakeholders from material and moral losses
due to violations or non-compliance, they also need to apply a strategic
approach and systematic methods for detecting and managing risks
in the field of compliance and integrity in the entire organisation and
throughout the supply chain. Provided in this manual are answers to
the questions of what fundamental principles should lead you in doing
so and how to establish them.
Andrijana Bergant,

5 STIL TABLE:
Defining the principles of 5-star integrity leadership
FIRST PRINCIPLE:
Incorporate compliance and integrity objectives in
your business strategy
SECOND PRINCIPLE:
Adopt, implement and promote a code of conduct
THIRD PRINCIPLE:
Encourage ethical behaviour - Incentives and discipline
FOURTH PRINCIPLE:
Incorporate integrity principles in onboarding,
employees’ development and third party management – Employees and third party compliance
FIFTH PRINCIPLE:
Establish and maintain a compliance and integrity
help line – Compliance monitoring and responding to
violations
APPLICATION METHODS AND TOOLS:
Red flags and indicators - How to detect signs of poor
ethical culture or violations of compliance
Guidelines, standards, tools
Other sources
Additional guidance for an effective corporate
compliance and integrity programme

President of the European Institute of Compliance and Ethics

Very soon after the start of the recession, the Managers' Association of Slovenia put values at the forefront and updated the Code of
Ethics in 2010. Values are still a paramount as the association celebrates its 30th anniversary this year. We will upgrade the Code of Ethics
with this manual, which we believe will help Slovenian companies and
managers to effectively promote compliance and ethics in their everyday
business practices and decision-making processes. Under the principles
provided, leadership integrity will also become more recognised as a factor in improving the quality of corporate governance, raising productivity and long-term business performance, which also means the greater
competitiveness of the entire economy.
Saša Mrak,
Executive Director of the Managers’ Association of Slovenia
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DEFINING 5-STAR PRINCIPLES
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AREA OF ACTIVITY:

5-STAR PRINCIPLE:

KEY IMPLEMENTATION INDICATORS:

Strategy

Leadership is addressing compliance and integrity
related objectives in the business strategy.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Code of Conduct

The company has formally adopted its Code of Conduct,
which leaders actively implement and promote.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Incentives and Discipline

Leaders encourage ethical conduct through a system of
incentives and disciplinary measures.

i.
ii.
iii.

Employees and third-party compliance

Leaders implement the integrity standards into the
recruitment procedures and employees’ development
and into third party relationship management.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

Compliance monitoring and responding
to violations

Leadership assures that an active and operational
helpline for consultation and raising concerns regarding
compliance and integrity issues is established. Leaders
efficiently respond to reports and protect those
who report violations in good faith from retaliatory
measures.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

The mission and vision statement and description of relationships with the key stakeholders include an ethical note,
with which the leadership sets a corporate integrity standard for entire organization.
Responsibility for the monitoring and implementation of the compliance programme is formally assigned to one or
more senior executives, with sufficient independence and resources.
Key and company specific compliance and integrity risk areas are identified in terms of the geographical area of
operation, type of products or services, structure of the supply chain, etc...
Business strategies are defined to address key areas of these risks.
Questions from compliance and integrity risk areas are included in the agendas of strategic and leadership sessions
and are regularly addressed in business decision-making.

The key compliance and integrity risk areas are addressed in the Code of Conduct, which is documented and
signed. Based on this, relevant policies and procedures, which further deal with areas such as conflict of interest
and corruption, privacy, competition and consumer protection, safety and health etc., are adopted.
The Code is translated into local languages and includes a point of contact for seeking advice or reporting
violations, with the non-retaliation policy explained.
The Code is published online and presented to all employees, contractors, suppliers…, accompanied by
management address. It is regularly updated.
The company mandates that the entire leadership and all employees receive regular annual training in the areas
covered by the Code. The training must be completed by the entire senior leadership and at least 75% of other
employees (taking into account absences, other circumstances...).

The company has introduced at least three initiatives for promotion of ethical conduct as part of performance
rewarding system, in particular for leaders.
The implementing documents feature a table with various types of violations critical for the company, with various
levels of seriousness, to which a certain form of disciplinary measure is assigned in advance.
The company keeps a record of violations and measures taken (these are usually HR and legal records, etc.), with
violations, their seriousness and measures taken description. In this way the company may demonstrate that it
responds to violations consistently, proportionately, fairly and systematically.

The company has developed and actually implements employees’ background due diligence procedure in terms of
compliance and integrity, specifically including the high-level staff and high-risk contractors.
The company adopts and puts in place a training plan addressing specific compliance and integrity risk areas,
including a definition of the target audience, frequency, methods, such as e-training, workshops, etc;
A training programme has been developed for all levels of leadership; also determining the general and specific
risk topics, objectives of the training and the manner in which feedback is gained. This is an integral part of the
on-boarding protocol and is mandatory.
The company also has a programme of compliance and integrity education and training, for individual target
groups; specifically designed to cover relevant areas of work, business functions, groups of employees and other
contracting parties in high-risk positions.
Training is focused on specific relevant risk areas, with examples of violations and correct conduct; the program
includes the manner in which the training is concluded; it must reach 80% rate.

A line for consultation and raising concerns (violations reporting) in the field of compliance and ethics is formally
established and all employees, contractors and other third parties are informed. Leaders regularly encourage
employees to speak about violations and promote the benefits of the consultation purposes of the help-line.
The integrity help-line management, including the proper procedure and timeline for responding to reports, is
determined, and responsibilities are assigned to proper persons.
The procedures and methods for protecting persons who report violations in good faith against retaliation are
defined; this is communicated to employees and operationally assured.
A registry of reported violations is established, indicating the time, subjects (with confidentiality protection
assured), description of the violation and response, including an internal investigation and other subsequent activities.
The line for reporting violations is functioning and active. Employees and other stakeholders are actually using the
integrity line by asking questions and reporting violations of compliance and integrity.
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FIRST
PRINCIPLE:
-

INCORPORATE COMPLIANCE AND
INTEGRITY OBJECTIVES INTO YOUR
BUSINESS STRATEGY

Including compliance and integrity objectives
in the business strategy ensures that leadership is dedicating appropriate resources to
and is supervising the compliance programme.
This improves the likelihood that leaders,
employees and the company will adhere to
ethical standards when conducting business,
particularly in high-risk geographic or business areas.
Profit and compliance should not be treated
as conflicting with one another. The key way
to avoid this is to integrate compliance and
integrity objectives in a company’s business
strategy.

RECOMMENDED INDICATORS FOR THE FIRST PRINCIPLE:
1.
2.

Indicators proving that the principle is implemented in business operations
(table on page 5)
Indicators proving that the leadership is making progress
in implementing the principle in the company's business practices
How many times is compliance and integrity a subject of discussion at strategic
leadership level?
In what manner are compliance and integrity concerns addressed in strategic and
business planning decision making?
How are measures for managing compliance and integrity risk areas monitored?
How many failures to implement these measures are recorded?

DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY:
AN ETHICAL PREMIUM MAY AMOUNT
TO BETWEEN 10 AND 14%
Stock prices of companies, recognized
as the World's Most Ethical Company®
exceeded in growth, compared to those
of a group of companies with large market capitalisation, by 14.4% in five (5)
years, and by 10.5% in three (3) years.

At Deutsche Telekom responsibility for each of the ten (10) UN Global Compact principles
is assigned to individual members on its Board of Directors, including Principle 10: Anti-corruption. By doing so, the company ensures that each of the ten universal principles of responsible
business conduct has the strongest possible ambassador to champion its implementation in the
company’s business strategy.
(Source: A New Agenda for the Board of Directors, p. 6)

DOING IT THE WRONG WAY:
The German multi-national Siemens had practiced a compliance programme for almost
a decade, but its efforts amounted to little more than a “programme on paper”. In 2008, the
scandalous news broke out that Siemens paid more than 1.4 billion euros to the German and U.S.
authorities to settle corruption charges. Investigation showed that members of the Managing Board had been aware at the time of numerous compliance violations but failed to respond adequately or alert company auditors. Instead, bribery was tolerated and often even rewarded in an environment of tremendous pressure to meet sales goals. As a result, over 4,000 illicit payments were
identified totalling over 1.2 billion euros. This case clearly illustrates how a culture of corruption
can grow out of control due to silence and absence of a strategy in this field.
(Source: The Guardian, BBC, theconversation.com ...)

Ethical companies are also more resistant in
times of crisis and are quicker at leaving a
crisis behind.
(Source: Ethisphere, World's Most Ethical
Companies)

More about these and other examples can be found on the website www.5stil.com
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SECOND
PRINCIPLE:
-

ADOPT, IMPLEMENT AND PROMOTE
A CODE OF CONDUCT

An ethical company is one which attracts
foreign investors, business partners and talent,
and keeps in step with international business
best practices. A code of conduct must set out
relevant policies and procedures which outline
compliance responsibilities for all employees
of the company, detail proper internal controls, auditing practices, documentation policies,
and disciplinary measures. It must be tailored
to the company’s specific compliance risks and
challenges and provide clear guidance on how
to handle key risk areas.

RECOMMENDED INDICATORS FOR THE SECOND PRINCIPLE:
1.
2.

WHY DOES A SCANDAL FIRST
APPEAR IN THE MEDIA?
Based on an analysis of companies for
the 2007 - 2010 period, it has been found that companies with poor anti-corruption had a 28% higher likelihood of
having a scandal break in the media.

Indicators proving that the principle is implemented in business operations
(table on page 5)
Indicators proving that the leadership is making progress in implementing
the principle in the company's business practices
Have adequate policies and procedures been adopted
on the basis of the Code, and are they implemented?
What is the proportion of all employees and, in particular, leaders who have attended and
concluded compliance integrity training? Have they confirmed that they understand and
that they will respect the Code and related content?
Does the leadership promote the Code, for example, with days of corporate compliance
and integrity, initiatives for activating values in practice or other similar activities?
How many employees have turned to compliance and integrity point of contact for
advice (are the content and statistics of this consultation monitored regularly)?
How many internal and external corporate communications are related to values,
compliance and integrity?
How does the company monitor and supervise compliance and integrity?

DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY:
L'Oreal's compliance programme is built around a simple code of ethics written in plain
language with numerous practical day-to-day examples. To show respect for its employees, the
code is available in 45 languages. Employees can learn through online sessions, collective classroom sessions or printed copies. The company also hosts an annual Ethics Day where employees have
an opportunity to ask the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) about the code and compliance in general.
The event is attended by a large number of employees and the CEO receives thousands of questions.
The Chief Ethics Officer has visited 70 countries and openly talked with employees at all levels and
in all types of jobs about the code of ethics.

Based on an analysis of companies for the 2007 - 2010 period, it has
been found that companies with poor anti-corruption had a 28%
higher likelihood of having a scandal break in the media.

DOING IT THE WRONG WAY:
In 2017, when the scandal related to the years-long, deeply rooted culture of overt sexism,
criminal behaviour of drivers, systemically misleading regulators over unauthorised rides, violations of intellectual property and privacy broke out..., Uber did not have standards of ethical conduct in place, let alone its director being exemplary in this regard. On the contrary. As a consequence
of numerous violations of regulations and fundamental business ethics, Uber was banned in some
major cities, and investors publicly admonished the unacceptable business practices; numerous
employees, including executive directors and the president of the company, had to leave, with the
company paying hundreds of millions of dollars in fines and damages. Today, Uber has a code of
conduct and a code of ethics for leaders.
All around the world, companies with hightrust culture have better operating results.
(Source: Best Place to Work)

(Sources: bbc.com, businessinsider.com, qz.com)

More about these and other examples can be found on the website www.5stil.com

THIRD
PRINCIPLE:
-

ENCOURAGE ETHICAL BEHAVIOUR INCENTIVES AND DISCIPLINE

Including ethical conduct as a measure for
promotions and rewards demonstrates to the
company’s employees, existing and potential
business partners, investors and industry peers
that the company is serious about ensuring
that ethical business standards are practised
throughout the company from board-room to
the supply room. It is a best practice that brings
tangible benefits for the company’s bottom line.
Incentives are proven to be the most effective management tool for influencing desired
behaviour. At the same time, companies should
take into consideration the impact of appropriate disciplinary measures for employees and
leaders who violate the company’s ethics and
compliance standards. Such measures may
provide a good example and send a clear and
resolute message about the company's compliance culture.

The price of Apple stock grows after a
shareholders' meeting at which an answer
by the CEO to a shareholder makes
headlines. At a shareholders' meeting of
the US corporation Apple at the end of
February 2014, the then still relatively new
Chief Executive Officer Tim Cook said that
shareholders who expected that he would
work for the bottom line only should sell their
Apple stock. Answering the request from the
shareholder NCPPR that Apple should only
invest in projects which bring a bottom line
profit, Tim Cook said: “If you want me to do
things only for ROI reasons, you should get
out of this stock.”
(Source: The Guardian, Forbes,
Fortune, The Independent)

RECOMMENDED INDICATORS FOR THE THIRD PRINCIPLE:
1.
2.

Indicators proving that the principle is implemented in business operations
(table on page 5)
Indicators proving that the leadership is making progress in implementing
the principle in the company's business practices
Do you detect signs of improvement in overall corporate culture and engagement
(*everybody prefers to work for an ethical company). Are there internal surveys for
monitoring this?
Are the statistics from human resources showing improvements regarding misbehaviour
and violations?
How are leaders setting an example in order to actively encourage good behaviour?
Is there a clear correlation between promotions and bonuses and corporate behaviour (or
in negative way: are leaders or other employees rewarded or being promoted despite not
being a good example in terms of personal and professional integrity)?

DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY:
At Royal Dutch Shell ("Shell") the bonus remuneration of the five (5) top executives are
calculated by a scorecard in which financial results weigh 30%, operational aspects weigh 50%, and
sustainability weighs 20%, which as a factor is deliberately separate from the financial performance. In many companies, sustainable development activities include anti-corruption and other
forms of compliance and ethical behaviour.

5 SIGNS FOR RECOGNISING
"ROTTEN APPLES":
1. URGENCY AND FEAR
(we have to cheat if we want to succeed,
financial objectives pressure only)

(Source: A New Agenda for the Board of Directors, p. 9)t

DOING IT THE WRONG WAY:

2. ISOLATION
(geographical remoteness, fragmentation
of teams, leadership)

In 2016, it was discovered that employees of the retail banking unit of the by then
successful and respected bank Wells Fargo opened more than three million savings and current
accounts for customers without their knowledge. If a branch office failed to reach its goals, the
deficit would be added to the goals for the next day. Employees in branch offices were financially
rewarded for reaching their objectives of cross-sale and services for customers, with personal bankers receiving bonuses amounting to between 15 and 20% of their salaries, and commercial staff up
to 3%. In order to reach the extreme financial goals, the bank's employees systematically applied
for years a series of unfair and unlawful practices, such as charging disputable costs to credit card
users, additional services and insurances.

3. FRAGMENTATION AND
PLAUSIBLE DENIABILITY
(kompleksna organizacija, nejasne vloge)
4. SUCCESS AND IMPUNITY
(those who have good business results get
a pass)

(Sources: Harvard Business Review - HBR, July-August 2019, gsb.stanford.edu; Yahoo Finance, Wall Street Journal, sec.gov)

5. IN-GROUP LANGUAGE FOR
NAMING CORPORATE CRIME
(using sport metaphors, for example,
for bribery)

As a result of numerous violations by the bank Wells Fargo, more than 5,000 employees were
fired, the Chief Executive Officer was dismissed and had to return US$ 41M in received income
(clawback clause). The bank paid a total of more than 1 billion dollars in penalties and damages.
The price of Wells Fargo stock has since dropped by 13%, which reduced its market capitalisation by
around 12 billion dollars.
feb.15

oct.

july

(Source: 5 Signs your Organization Might be Headed
for an Ethics Scandal", Alison Tylor, Harvard Business)
may
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More about these and other examples can be found on the website www.5stil.com
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FOURTH
PRINCIPLE:
-

INCORPORATE INTEGRITY PRINCIPLES INTO
ONBOARDING, EMPLOYEES’ DEVELOPMENT
AND THIRD PARTY MANAGEMENT EMPLOYEES AND THIRD PARTY COMPLIANCE

By employing the right persons, the company will make sure that it continues to promote its
fundamental values and enable the development of an ethics culture, with which it supports the
realisation of its mission and long-term success. For this purpose, leaders should make sure that
interviews and due diligence on prospective employees and contractors include checks of their
background and their awareness of ethics and integrity, as well as their relevant past behaviour.
More in depth due diligence should be applied to jobs, positions and contractors, which are identified as posing a higher compliance and ethics risk.

DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY:

The Israeli generic drug manufacturer Teva Pharmaceuticals ("Teva") settled with
the US government for penalties and disgorgement amounting to 519 million dollars (about
436 million euros) in 2016, in part for unethical employee and third party conduct. Despite
having a compliance programme in place,
both local employees and third parties acted
improperly. The Russian subsidiary ("Teva Russia") was able to get an unethical relationship
approved by Teva’s regional compliance office
simply by deliberately omitting important
information in its due diligence report to
the regional office.

Training in business compliance and integrity should be provided on a regular basis and should
include certification for all directors, managers and employees, including important contractual
partners. Content of the training should be accessible to all employees in the local language. It
should include all relevant examples of difficult situations, which could occur given the specific
circumstances of the company, as well as cases of desired action and best practice.
Training programmes should include a mix of live interactive sessions lectures or workshops, serious plays, on-line modules, written documentation, and a website with a collection of resources,
educational video clips, and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs).

THIRD PARTIES COMPRISE 80% OF TOTAL COMPLIANCE RISK.
While contractual partners, supplier and other third parties carry the reputation of
their clients in their hands, companies are still not sufficiently aware of the reputation of these partners and their networks of business relationships.
(Source: PWC.com)

RECOMMENDED INDICATORS FOR THE FOURTH PRINCIPLE:
1.
2.

Indicators proving that the principle is implemented in business operations
(table on page 5)
Indicators proving that the leadership is making progress in implementing
the principle in the company's business practices
What is the leadership and management attendance rate for compliance and ethics
training?
What is the employees’ attendance rate for the training?
What is the proportion of successfully completed employees’ training and 		
of employees’ certification about completing and understanding the training?
Do all important contractors and contractors, which perform high-risk tasks attend
compliance and integrity training before they sign a contract?
How many times had the company rejected a new employee
or a contractor for integrity-related reasons?

DOING IT THE WRONG WAY:

The bank Nova KBM d.d. has established an internal awareness-raising programme
for values, based on internal ambassadors.
Values are also a frequent topic of regular
meetings of the president and members of
the management board with directors and
leaders whose task is to spread the corporate
culture within their working teams. The code
of conduct and values is described in detail on
the website and the organisation also thoughtfully incorporates these values into internal
events. Due diligence is carried out before a
contract is concluded with a potential contractor or supplier and it is also monitored after the
contract is signed. It had already happened that
a contractual relationship was not concluded
due to compliance concerns.a razmerja zaradi
vprašanj skladnosti.
(Source: Nova KBM, d. d., 2019)

Teva Russia failed to disclose in its due diligence report that the distributor was owned by the
wife of a government official, that the government official continued to maintain operational control over the distributor’s activities,
and that the director of the company was being
investigated in Russia for corruption. This is a
case of compliance mechanisms being in place
but being manipulated at the local level by
employees and third parties. The corporation
was ultimately responsible for this.

More about these and other examples
can be found on the website
www.5stil.com
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FIFTH
PRINCIPLE:
-

ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN
AN INTEGRITY HELP-LINE
MONITORING AND RESPONDING TO VIOLATIONS

E stablishing and maintaining an integrity help-line, this gives employees a place to go to with
questions about ethical conduct as well as a place to report ethical concerns. A help-line not only
provides the company with the opportunity to help influence ethical behaviour in real time, but it
also gives the compliance personnel and company leadership insights into high risk activities. It can
also provide valuable leads on potential serious legal issues that may warrant further investigation
or possible remedial measures, in order to protect the company from losses and legal proceedings.

DOING IT THE RIGHT WAY:

Often, employees are intimidated by the prospect of reaching out internally to raise a concern, due
to fear of retaliation or self-incrimination. Therefore, companies opt to establish anonymous or at
least confidential help lines and establish a non-retaliation policy.
An integrity help-line is only as good as its level of use. Therefore, it is crucial that the relevant leadership introduces and promotes the line in a way that encourages its use.

EMPLOYEES IN COMPANIES WHERE LEADERS SPEAK ABOUT ETHICS AND COMPLIANCE ARE 12 TIMES MORE LIKELY TO BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE ENCOURAGED TO
SPEAK UP ABOUT VIOLATIONS.
(Source: Global Business Ethics Survey, Building Companies Where Values and Ethical Conduct Matter, 2018, EIC)t

Three factors which particularly increase the probability of compliance and integrity
violations by employees:
1. Poor leadership, which does not provide a personal example of ethics, and which does not penalise employees for violations,
2. Focusing on results, while expressing no concerns over how they will be reached,
3. Important changes, such as lay-offs, leadership replacements and expansion to new markets
(Source: Global Business Ethics Survey, Interpersonal Misconduct in the Workplace, 2018, EIC)

RECOMMENDED INDICATORS FOR THE FIFTH PRINCIPLE:
1.
2.

Indicators proving that the principle is implemented in business operations
(table on page 5)
Indicators proving that the leadership is making progress in
implementing the principle in the company's business practices
Do 1-5% of employees annually speak up? Is the help line open for external clients
and partners?
Is the rate of substantiated cases improving? By how much?
(this shows the level of awareness of employees)
Are response times and practices for resolving violation reports improving?
Does an employee survey show increasing confidence of employees regarding reporting
violations?
How many times had the company conducted a root cause analysis of misconduct or
non-compliance and adopted systemic improvements?

The brewery Pivovarna Laško Union
has identified specific examples of violations
about which employees may express concerns in
line with the "Speak Up" rulebook, while using
the internal channel of the Heineken corporation,
also called "Speak Up".
There are various examples of fraud, discrimination and harassment, violations of competition
rules, bribery, environmental and security issues,
violations of confidentiality, etc. Employees
are meanwhile educated on the procedure and
manner of reporting, while reports are investigated, and appropriate measures taken. In every
case, the person who has reported a violation
receives feedback regarding the findings and measures, while untruthful and malicious reports
are penalised.
(Source: internal document, 2019)

DOING IT THE WRONG WAY:
In the already described Wells Fargo
example, the company fired the asset manager
who had reported the systemic use of unfair
business practices in client dealings. Subsequently, the authorities rehabilitated the employee
and rewarded him with a high monetary award
in accordance with US law, proportionate to the
penalty that the bank had to pay for the violations it committed.

More about these and other examples
can be found on the website
www.5stil.com
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APPLICATION METHODS
AND TOOLS
-

RED FLAG INDICATORS:
HOW TO DETECT SIGNS OF POOR ETHICAL CULTURE OR VIOLATIONS OF
COMPLIANCE
Signs which point to the possibility that a violation of compliance or integrity may occur are called red flags. It is important for employees, and leaders in particular, to recognise them, because
in this way they can prevent harmful practices or respond to or reduce the consequences of harmful practices that are already taking place in a timely manner. Red flags relevant for the individual organization will be dependent on particular product lines, business channels, geographic and
supply chain considerations, among others. Companies are urged to develop and frequently revisit
common red flags that are relevant to their businesses and products. Leadership needs to ensure
that employees on the front lines including the sales force and order intake employees, among
others are included in the development process and continuously educated on spotting red flags
and knowing what to do when identifying them.
Below are some examples of characteristic red flags developed by internationally recognized institutions and proven in practice. They should be reviewed as guidance, but each company should
develop red flag indicators that are specific to their business.

"The first dishonest act is the most important one to prevent." - Dan Ariely
"Good leadership based on ethical principles will always bring results in the sense of the company's success." - Boštjan Gorjup

Experience shows that also the following red flags occur in the case of corruption:
close ties of sales personnel or persons with high powers with state or local officials;
personal relationships (friends and family) between the supply personnel or persons 		
with high powers and suppliers, intermediaries, agents, etc., and tying the company's 		
operations exclusively to these suppliers;
high dependence on intermediaries in high-risk countries who have close ties with
foreign public officials (for example, to obtain various permits, expand business, etc.);
a sudden increase in expenses for counselling and marketing services, market and similar 		
studies, legal services etc., without a reasonable cause (sham contracts);
excessive or frequent exceeding of limits, budget or powers, counterfeiting of documents
(including antedating).
Various forms of white-collar crime often intertwine in practice. Corruption and fraud is often
accompanied by money laundering, conflict of interest (network of personal connections), abuse of
power or office, extortion, counterfeiting of documents, etc.

"The higher an individual is on the social ladder, the greater the weight of their attitude to the moral
and ethical norms. And managers are very high on these ladders. The position they hold provides
them with power and influence because their decisions affect the position of the company they lead,
and of all who are connected with it, including owners, employees, clients and suppliers. The indirect circle is, of course, much wider. They maintain and improve their reputation not only with the
business results they achieve, but also with their ethical stance, which is an important
insignia on their career path and, because they are public figures, in their private lives." - Vojko Čok

Indicators of bribery and other corrupt practices:
[Source: The Best Egmont Case Award Publication, 28 BECA Publication, p. 10] *Note: Similar indicators may also be signs of money laundering (or
fraud), as money intended for or received as a bribe must be made legitimate.

unusual cash withdrawals and payments, or payments of large amounts with cash;
buying expensive items with cash;
pressure exerted for payments to be made urgently or ahead of schedule;
payments being made through another country, for example; goods or services 		
supplied to country 'A', but payment made, usually to a shell company, in country 'B';
unusually high commission paid to a certain intermediary; “payment may be distributed
between two or more accounts of the same intermediary, usually in different jurisdictions;
employee who never takes time off even if ill or on holiday, and insists on dealing 		
with specific customers themselves (this is characteristic of the financial sector);
invoices being authorized in excess of the contractual
agreement, without reasonable cause;
payment of, or making funds available for high value 		
expenses or school fees (or similar) on behalf of others;
using offshore companies, politically exposed persons.

Indicators of deteriorating ethical culture and fraud, which may cause high financial
and psychological losses, damage your reputation and destroy your brand:
unusual cost items; absence of documents which justify business expenses;
costs for items or services characteristic of personal use in official payment card slips;
a sudden, noticeable increase in the standard of living of an employee, which is 			
disproportionate with their income;
signs of addiction or other financial distress in an employee...;
disappearance of the company's assets, sudden increase in consumption of material;
poor organisational climate, spreading of negative rumours;
highly authoritative practices of a certain leader; absence of controls and audits;
isolation or punishing of persons who speak up about problems; creation of a hostile 		
working environment;
absence of disciplinary measures for violations, concealment of information;
bad, immoral behaviour of a certain leader or employee, spreading of bad behaviour;
widespread practice of departing from internal rules, systemic tolerance of minor or specific
violations (this starts extending the boundaries and lowers the standard of acceptable conduct!);
fragmenting the consumption of funds to multiple smaller amounts, which are just below 		
the limits.
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GUIDELINES, STANDARDS,
TOOLS
-

The UN Global Compact provides guidelines and tools for incorporating compliance and
integrity in companies and in anti-corruption efforts.
International ISO standards
ISO 19600: 2015 Compliance management systems - Guidelines;
ISO 31000: 2018 - Risk management guidelines;
The 7-step plan from this standard and 11 referential principles for introducing a risk
assessment model under this standard;
37001: Anti-Bribery Management System
OECD - Key documents in business compliance and integrity.
International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) - guidelines for responsible business. This
organisation promotes responsible business practices as key in developing good 		
governance systems, so that they attract investors, improve the management of supply
chains and retain talent.
Corporate Governance Code for Publically Listed Companies
Slovenian Corporate Integrity Guidelines, which are supposed to contribute in 		
advancing of integrity in business practices and promoting lawful and ethical operations
in as many Slovenian companies as possible.
A Resource Guide to the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”). The document
explains the US anti-corruption regulations, including their extraterritorial application,
which is also becoming increasingly relevant for Slovenian and other European 		
companies. It includes numerous examples related to legal aspects and development of
an effective compliance programme. The FCPA is the first, best developed and most
established anti-corruption document in the world, and as such is considered as the key
source for determining the international standard for compliance in the area of anticorruption.
The Evaluation of Corporate Compliance Programmes is a guide for evaluating the
effectiveness of compliance programmes through characteristic questions, which has
been published by the US Department of Justice for its officials. It is considered to be one
of the best tools also for the (self-)evaluation and development of effective compliance
programmes in companies.
Anti-corruption Manual and Tools for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs)
Among other things, the manual allows access to the C-Detector (www.c-detector.eu)
web tool for self-evaluation of corruption risks, created for supporting the micro and
small and medium-sized

More indicators and sources are available on the website www.5stil.com

OTHER RESOURCES
-

Ethics Unwrapped. Compliance and ethics through real-life circumstances, testimonials,
conversations, with picture and sound: https://ethicsunwrapped.utexas.edu/
Ethics and Compliance Initiative (EIC). Sources in the field of compliance in the form of
surveys, case studies and tools are available here: https://www.ethics.org/resources/
FCPA Blog - an international website for publishing useful and interesting information
about fraud, supervision and compliance. https://www.fcpablog.com/
Society of Corporate Compliance and Ethics (SCCE) A lot of useful information, 		
instructions and guidelines are available on the website.
Federation of European Risk Management Associations
World Economic Forum - Corruption as a global challenge.
Ethisphere - The Ethisphere® Institute is a leader in defining and improving standards
of ethical business practices, which promote corporate character, trust on the market
and business success. It announces its 'World's Most Ethical Company' award once a year
https://ethisphere.com

"If ethics and corporate compliance is a value for the top management, and the top management
is also a leader, then the entire company shouldn’t have issues with compliant, ethical business
practices. Ethics and leadership of an individual are largely created in the early phase of socialisation, but they can be learned and trained. I expect from the top management to personally
bring both into the company. There must be no dilemma about how much ethics and compliance
there should be - it is either there, or it is not."
- Suzana Filipančič

"The future is reserved for technologically advanced and collaborative systems that are sufficiently agile in implementing new technologies and more ethical in their operations, as new
generations bring a demand for greater responsibility towards the future generations and the
planet."
- Aleksander Zalaznik
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ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE FOR
AN EFFECTIVE CORPORATE COMPLIANCE
AND INTEGRITY PROGRAMME
When your company invests funds and energy in implementing the 5STIL principles, ensure and
monitor the effectiveness of your compliance programme and integrity culture. There are many
examples of companies having a pro forma programme and even a compliance officer, but nevertheless experiencing a severe failure due to a poor ethical culture and serious compliance violations. In doing so, use the recommended indicators, which point to effective implementation and
progress for an individual principle, and additional guidelines and explanations presented below.

When establishing a compliance programme and function, think about the following:
How are the presented compliance and integrity principles specifically linked to your
operations, in what way they can they support the fulfilment of your mission, vision and
strategy, how are they connected with your values and efforts to strengthen your brand.
This will help with motivation.
Do you have an adequate plan for introducing the 5STIL principles in your organization,
with a defined team, assigned specific tasks and deadlines and sufficient resources
(human, spatial, financial, information)?
Does the compliance officer have adequate support: a clearly defined mandate and
procedures of work, access to the resources needed for their work, adequate knowledge,
expert and leadership experience, skills and character and a formal high-level position?
During the subsequent monitoring of the effectiveness of your compliance and integrity programme, leaders must regularly obtain the following information (preferably quarterly and annually):
Has a case of fraud occurred in the company; what costs and other difficulties did you
suffer or are still threatening; what response activities have already been or should have
been implemented?
What inspections or other supervisory/enforcement procedures did the company have;
what were the established irregularities or insufficiencies; were fines or other measures
imposed, or recommendations given; what action plan is needed as a remedy?
What important changes in the legal environment have been adopted or are perhaps being
prepared; what effect will they have on the business operations of your company 		
(administrative, information, human resources, direct financial ... effects); are the
adjustment activities and an action plan defined in order to comply in timely manner?
How many compliance reviews in specific processes and business activities have taken
place; what were the findings and were the necessary measures for mitigating noncompliance and for better risk management implemented? Are these reviews risk - based
and do they also include your associated entities and important contractual partners?
What are the 5-10 most important business compliance risks, in which processes or
activities, markets; a description of these risks and how they are manifested; what are the
risk drivers and related measures?
Are compliance risks evaluated and adequately managed in the process of planning of
important changes, like changes in the business model, organisation, expansion of market
or product lines, production, introduction of new products, major purchases, etc.?
Do the statistics on violations reported by employees (whistle-blowing) tell you that you
have a good culture of open communication about problems and their effective resolution,
or perhaps you have no reports at all (which is a bad indicator)?
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